
GO Together by Moikka Company creates
iPhone app to match Pokémon GO players by
rank and team. No more playing alone

GO Together Icon

A new iPhone app creates a place for
Pokémon players to become friends, see
each other, search for new friends, and
play with players.

DALLAS, TEXAS, USA, September 23,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- GO Together
creates socialization of Pokémon players.
No more playing alone!

Go Together has just released in the
iPhone App store. Go Together is a
socialization tool for Pokémon players to
find each other and connect with each
other.  You can find people by rank or
team from your neighborhood or all over
the world.

Upon opening the app, it only allows a
Facebook login, this is for users to feel
safe and like they have some verifiable
person with an account they are talking
with. Facebook also pulls the gender and
age of players from Facebook but allows

them to enter in their Pokémon ranking, team and a description as well as screenshots of Pokémon.

The app was developed with social connection in mind. Many times there are groups of players who
maybe want to meet each other and this allows a location based and check-in based tool to meet
people around you if you both want to meet each other by both "liking" the other.

"We wanted to address loneliness and give people an easy way to connect in a low pressure way"
said co-founder Michael Curylo. "So when people are hanging around a Pokémon Gym area, and
they open our app, they might be able to match with someone right around them which could create
some cool collaborative opportunities from meeting someone with a higher ranking than you to
making a new friend". The founders wanted this to be more of an app focused on friendship and
playing a game together rather than romantic connection.

The App Can be downloaded from the App store  https://appsto.re/us/foteeb.i
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Screenshot 2 of GO Together

"We wanted to address
loneliness and give people an
easy way to connect in a low
pressure way with other
players nearby"

Michael Curylo
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